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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: July 20, 2020—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are mixed this morning.  The 

EuroStoxx 50 is down 0.1% from its last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 closed up 0.1% 

from its prior close.  Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai Composite up 3.1% from 

the prior close and the Shenzhen Composite up 2.7%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a 

lower open.  With 47 companies having reported, the S&P 500 Q2 earnings stand at $23.30, 

lower than the $23.72 forecast for the quarter.  The forecast reflects a 43.8% decrease from Q2 

2019 earnings.  Thus far this quarter, 80.4% of the companies have reported earnings above 

forecast, while 19.6% have reported earnings below forecast.   

 

Our latest Confluence of Ideas podcast episode is now available, titled “The 2020 Election: Part 

2.”  This is the second of three podcast episodes that will look at the 2020 election.  In this 

episode, we discuss the issue of inequality and the rise of populism, the impact of social media, 

and the current problems of extreme partisanship and political legitimacy.    

 

Good morning and happy Monday!  Equity markets are mixed; the U.S. is modestly lower, while 

Chinese markets jumped on reports that insurance companies will be able to hold more stocks.  

Foreign news leads today’s report as the EU was unable to make an agreement this weekend, but 

marathon talks continue; the EUR is modestly higher.  Congress is back and negotiations on a 

fourth stimulus bill are front and center.  We update the pandemic news and close with the 

economy and markets.  And, as promised, the Asset Allocation Weekly podcast and chart book 

are updated.  Here are the details:   

 

Foreign news: 

• EU leaders continue to talk.  France and Germany are pressing for the package, with the 

Netherlands and Austria acting as spoilers.  This budget summit is critical.  In a situation 

where the U.S. is no longer guaranteeing the security of Europe, if the EU fails it is hard 

to see how Europe will be able to have much of a global impact.  A couple of reflections 

on the EU and Britain: if the U.K. were still in the EU, the idea of a Eurobond would 

have been a non-starter. And, if the EU can’t act in unity over the pandemic, the U.K. 

will look prescient, being the first in line to leave a failing project.  If the EU fails, it is 

hard to see why Italy would remain in the Eurozone.  You can follow the latest on talks 

here.  The fact that the EUR has held up and Italian borrowing costs have declined 

despite no deal over the weekend suggests financial markets do expect an agreement. 

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady, Thomas Wash, and 

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/confluence-of-ideas/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-7-20-2020-11595237456?st=z6jzc0mby2s4y3o
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/asset-allocation-weekly-podcast/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/asset-allocation-weekly-chart-book/
https://www.ft.com/content/dc517389-7918-49ba-a928-79d006612523
https://www.wsj.com/articles/eu-leaders-remain-deadlocked-on-coronavirus-recovery-plan-11595196445?st=5x9aqdynv08qujn
https://nyti.ms/3980ux2
https://www.politico.eu/article/eu-european-council-summit-live-blog-mff-budget-coronavirus-recovery/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=b73b440dfc-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_07_20_05_11&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-b73b440dfc-190334489
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• Although the EU recently lost its tax disagreement with Ireland, the push to regulate 

global tech remains in place.  A budding trade war over digital taxes is looking 

increasingly likely.   

• Saudi King Salman has been admitted to the hospital in Riyadh over gallbladder 

inflammation.  If he were in serious trouble, we would expect him to be moved to a 

European or U.S. hospital, although the pandemic may have affected where his treatment 

would be conducted.  Although his son, CP Salman, appears to have solidified his rule, 

we would not be shocked to see a power struggle once King Salman dies.  The crown 

prince would be the first king of his generation, the grandchildren of Ibn Saud.  Given the 

large number of claimants to the throne and the heavy-handed way King Salman 

promoted his son, a challenge is possible. 

• Bulgaria is facing widespread unrest as protests rise against the center-right government 

over accusations of corruption.   

• Russia is seeing continued protests in the Russian Far East due to Putin’s decision to 

remove a controversial governor.   

• Lebanon, facing a serious debt crisis, is nearing economic collapse.  Electricity has 

become so sporadic that nighttime aircraft landings have become challenging.  

International aid is available but only if the country accepts austerity.  Given the political 

divisions in Lebanon, austerity is problematic because every group wants to shift the 

burden of adjustment to the other.   

• Argentina is negotiating with its creditors but is essentially saying that it can offer no 

further concessions.  It is difficult to have much sympathy for the creditors.  Argentina is 

a serial defaulter and anyone lending money to it should have expected a fairly high 

chance of default.   

Policy news:   

• Congress is back in session and the leadership is scrambling to negotiate a fourth 

pandemic stimulus package.  There are two areas we are closely watching.  The first is 

unemployment insurance.  The $600 per week additional support is, in many cases, more 

than many workers made on their job, giving them a disincentive to return to work.  At 

the same time, many of these workers have no job to return to.  If you just end the 

program, the risk is that those without job prospects will dramatically curtail their 

spending, weakening an already weak economy.  We would expect (hope?) for a bit of 

creativity from lawmakers, perhaps a bounty for returning to work along with a reduction 

in the support package.  A second and perhaps even more intractable problem is daycare.  

Getting people back to work if their kids can’t go to school or daycare will be a 

challenge.  But, as anyone who had kids in daycare knows, they are places where 

infections spread easily.  If the bill doesn’t address funding for PPE in schools, there is a 

risk that the rebound in employment could be at risk.   

• The Senate banking committee is expected to approve Judy Shelton to an open Fed 

governor position.  Shelton may be the most politically oriented governor appointed in 

my lifetime; we would expect her to support easy policy under a GOP White House but 

be hawkish if a Democrat is in the Oval Office.  If she does get approved by the banking 

committee, we do expect her to be approved by the broader Senate.  (An aside…it will be 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-end-of-the-trans-atlantic-tariff-truce-11595019688?st=0pcau0q06rnz1sj
https://www.wsj.com/articles/saudi-arabias-octogenarian-king-admitted-to-hospital-for-checks-11595241100?st=bgmjaboesaqe0ul
https://nyti.ms/30v0NhT
https://nyti.ms/2ZIDK3Y
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/the-lights-go-out-on-lebanons-economy-as-financial-collapse-accelerates/2020/07/19/3acfc33e-bb97-11ea-97c1-6cf116ffe26c_story.html?hpid=hp_hp-more-top-stories_lebanoncollapse-526pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans&utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=g_rWja1Xiu8
https://www.ft.com/content/ea410bee-8985-411d-9ac2-07a95e6c69b5?emailId=5f15023dbf3bba000405b6d1&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/ea410bee-8985-411d-9ac2-07a95e6c69b5?emailId=5f15023dbf3bba000405b6d1&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.wsj.com/articles/congress-to-start-negotiations-on-next-round-of-coronavirus-aid-11595156401?st=kndnw7s76e6ihxf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-600-a-week-jobless-aid-nears-end-congress-faces-a-quandary-11595151000?st=gckgjsier9ncopp
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-600-a-week-jobless-aid-nears-end-congress-faces-a-quandary-11595151000?st=gckgjsier9ncopp
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-600-a-week-jobless-aid-nears-end-congress-faces-a-quandary-11595151000?st=gckgjsier9ncopp
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amid-surge-in-covid-19-companies-and-parents-brace-for-more-child-care-conflicts-11595206800?st=0tbzmmwnoxpi8sc
https://nyti.ms/30qfqmy
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fun to see her interactions with the rest of the FOMC when the full transcripts of the 

FOMC meetings are released in 2025.) 

China news: 

• The U.K. has pulled its extradition treaty with Hong Kong.   

• Sen. Hawley (R-MO) is planning on introducing legislation that will require firms 

importing goods from foreign sources to certify that the supply chains are free of forced 

labor.  The proposed legislative target is China. 

COVID-19:  The number of reported cases is 14,508,892 with 606,206 deaths and 8,134,747 

recoveries.   In the U.S., there are 3,773,260 confirmed cases with 135,205 deaths and 1,131,121 

recoveries.  For those who like to keep score at home, the FT has a nifty interactive chart that 

allows one to compare cases across nations using similar scaling metrics.    
 

Virology:   

• The first clinical trial results from the Oxford vaccine will be released later today.  This is 

a Phase One trial.  The NY Times ran a feature article in the Sunday edition raising 

concerns that acceptance of a vaccine could be slow.  There is an established anti-vaccine 

movement in the U.S., but beyond this group there are concerns that the rush to deliver a 

vaccine may increase the odds of unexpected side effects.  It is quite possible that many 

Americans may take a “wait and see” approach to the vaccine before taking the shots.  If 

so, even the production of a vaccine may not lead to economic recovery.   

• Epidemiologists are noticing that rapid increases in COVID-19 infections appear to be 

tied to “super-spreader” events, where a few asymptomatic carriers can trigger an 

exponential increase in cases.  This information suggests that (a) widespread regular 

testing might catch these carriers, and (b) mass gatherings should be greeted with great 

caution. 

• Venezuela is facing a rapid rise in new cases. President Maduro is blaming returning 

refugees.  The collapse of the Venezuelan economy led to a mass migration out of 

Venezuela in recent years.  However, as surrounding countries shut down due to the 

pandemic, these refugees are returning to Venezuela.  Although the government is 

attempting to secure the border, reports of harsh treatment of returnees has led many to 

illegally return.  If these returnees are infected, they could be boosting infections.   

• Hong Kong is seeing a rise in new cases.   

• Mask wearing remains controversial.  It was controversial in the Spanish Influenza 

pandemic too. 

Market and economy news: 

• Back-to-school shopping is the second most important season for retailers, exceeded only 

by Christmas.  Given the degree of uncertainty surrounding the autumn school session, 

retailers are struggling to determine their response.    

• Reflecting on bank earnings, it is clear that the banking industry is expecting a rapid rise 

in bad loans.  Although some of this may be an excess of prudence, it does suggest banks 

don’t expect a rapid recovery in the economy.  We would concur.   

https://www.ft.com/content/16855689-c386-4883-a746-f106b734a327?emailId=5f15023dbf3bba000405b6d1&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.axios.com/josh-hawley-forced-labor-legislation-china-499c6b3b-edde-4e7e-9ea3-cc9fe72e69d4.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/josh-hawley-forced-labor-legislation-china-499c6b3b-edde-4e7e-9ea3-cc9fe72e69d4.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/josh-hawley-forced-labor-legislation-china-499c6b3b-edde-4e7e-9ea3-cc9fe72e69d4.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.ft.com/content/8a38017b-99b8-3fa2-a594-514e283443aa
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-chart/?areas=usa&areas=swe&areasRegional=usny&areasRegional=usca&areasRegional=usfl&areasRegional=ustx&cumulative=0&logScale=1&perMillion=1&values=deaths
https://www.ft.com/content/9fe8eea7-d4f8-3a94-83ae-0b3900d7456f?emailId=5f15023dbf3bba000405b6d1&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22#post-52050
https://nyti.ms/2OAxMM1
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/07/18/coronavirus-superspreading-events-drive-pandemic/?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/coronavirus-venezuela-migrant-maduro/2020/07/19/582c659c-c518-11ea-a99f-3bbdffb1af38_story.html?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/health-environment/article/3093795/hong-kong-third-wave-more-100-confirmed-and?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3093795
https://crosscut.com/2020/07/mask-wars-1918-flu-pandemic
https://crosscut.com/2020/07/mask-wars-1918-flu-pandemic
https://www.wsj.com/articles/back-to-school-shopping-is-off-to-a-rough-start-11595237401?st=5vkh8fy30lj4p6y
https://www.wsj.com/articles/what-banks-tell-us-about-covid-era-business-everybody-is-bluntly-struggling-11595064600?st=uogh9fsxdrnrxcu
https://www.wsj.com/articles/what-banks-tell-us-about-covid-era-business-everybody-is-bluntly-struggling-11595064600?st=uogh9fsxdrnrxcu
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• There is growing evidence that corporate America is adopting the same stance as banks.  

If so, we could see a stall in rehiring.    

U.S. Economic Releases  
 

There were no economic releases or Fed events scheduled today. 
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 
 

Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China 1-Year Loan Prime Rate w/w 20-Jul 3.85% 3.85% 3.85% ** Equity and bond neutral

5-Year Loan Prime Rate w/w 20-Jul 4.65% 4.65% 4.65% ** Equity and bond neutral

Japan Trade Balance m/m Jun -¥268.8b -¥833.4b -¥7.6b ** Equity and bond neutral

New Zealand Performance Services Index m/m Jun 54.1 37.2 ** Equity and bond neutral

Europe

Eurozone ECB Current Account SA m/m May 8.0b 14.4b ** Equity and bond neutral

Germany PPI m/m Jun 0.0% -0.4% 0.2% ** Equity and bond neutral

Italy Current Account Balance m/m May 2272m -915m ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

AMERICAS

Canada Wholesale Trade Sales m/m May 5.7% -21.6% 7.9% ** Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
 

Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 27 27 0 Down

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 10 11 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 17 16 1 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 7 7 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 0.61 0.63 -0.02 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -44 -45 1 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 8 7 1 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Down Down

euro Up Up

yen Down Up

pound Up Down

franc Flat Up   
 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-companies-lose-hope-for-quick-rebound-from-covid-19-11595151000?st=dw67rcdr8svqzn7
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Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $42.94 $43.14 -0.46%

WTI $40.39 $40.59 -0.49%

Natural Gas $1.70 $1.72 -0.93%

Crack Spread $10.71 $10.66 0.47%

12-mo strip crack $9.89 $9.87 0.21%

Ethanol rack $1.52 $1.53 -0.90%

Gold $1,810.48 $1,810.42 0.00%

Silver $19.42 $19.33 0.50%

Copper contract $290.35 $290.45 -0.03%

Corn contract 337.75$       339.75$       -0.59%

Wheat contract 531.75$       534.75$       -0.56%

Soybeans contract 899.25$       895.00$       0.47%

Baltic Dry Freight 1710 1699 11

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for warmer temperatures across the country.  Wet 

conditions are expected for most of the Mid-Atlantic and southeastern regions.  There is no 

tropical cyclone activity expected over the next 48 hours. 
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
 

Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis. We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday. Note that this report is also offered as a separate document on our website. 
 

July 17, 2020 
 

One of the burning issues about the current path of policy is its inflationary impact.  In other 

words, will the massive increase in fiscal spending and the Fed’s balance sheet lead to higher 

price levels?  To discuss this issue, we return to the equation of exchange: 
 

M x V = P x Q 
 

The money supply times velocity is equal to the price level times goods and services produced.  

This equation is an identity; simply put, it will always be true.  But, the direction of causality of 

the variables comes from theory.  Classical economists and their philosophic progeny, 

monetarists, argued that V and Q were fixed, so changes in price levels were due to changes in 

money supply.  Keynesians and their most recent variation, modern monetary theorists, argue 

that Q can be below its capacity and V is variable, so increases in M may not necessarily lead to 

higher price levels but could result in a decline in V or a rise in Q.  Essentially, the Keynesians 

and their modern versions argue that if Q is below capacity, increasing M can boost the economy 

without triggering inflation. 

 

The problem with both of the major theories is that there is a psychological element to the 

equation that tends to be downplayed.  The problem for the Classical construct is that even at full 

employment (Q) rising M might simply lead to falling V.  Complacency about future inflation or 

fears about the future growth path of the economy might lead households and businesses to 

simply hold larger cash balances.  Confounding the Keynesians is the potential outcome where P 

rises even with Q below capacity when M is increased if economic actors fear future inflation.  

In fact, higher price levels can result even without a rise in M if V rises.  The most extreme case 

of this condition is hyperinflation, where V rises rapidly as households and businesses rush to 

convert cash to real goods that will hold their value. 

 

Therefore, determining if there is an inflation problem from current policy is tricky because there 

is a psychological element that is difficult to estimate.  It is easy to measure money supply, 

output or price levels, but the psychology of velocity is hard to measure and potentially prone to 

sudden shifts.   

 

Reframing the question can simplify this problem.  If a household receives a notable sum of 

money, let’s say, $10,000, what does it do with it?  If the householder fears future price 

increases, it would make sense to use that money to buy inventory.  In other words, they may 

take part of it to buy food, perhaps consumer durables, art, gold, or other items that might hold 

their value.  On the other hand, if there is little fear of future inflation, the household may be 

content to simply hold the cash as savings or place it in other financial assets. 

 

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/asset-allocation-reports/asset-allocation-weekly/
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One way to answer this question is to compare the money supply to gold prices.  If some money 

supply, say, M2, rises faster than gold, it would suggest that economic actors are not afraid of 

future inflation.  A rising ratio of M2/gold would be a positive signal for financial assets; on the 

other hand, a falling ratio would likely be bearish.  Now, it is possible that a contracting money 

supply could distort the measure.  The monthly change in M2 since 1959 has only been negative 

4.4% of the time.  Over that same time frame, it has never been negative on a yearly change 

basis. 
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Anyone familiar with financial market history can note that equity markets tend to outperform 

when this ratio rises, but equities tend to suffer when the ratio declines.  The ratio captures that 

when the supply of money is rising relative to gold (the proxy for real assets), economic actors 

tend to put this excess liquidity into financial assets.  A declining ratio suggests a preference for 

real assets.   

 

In general, the ratio has been mostly steady for the past four years.  Despite a rally in gold, the 

ratio hasn’t declined.  Put another way, we haven’t seen households and firms show significant 

inflation fears despite a massive increase in liquidity.  Gold prices have been mostly rising with 

M2 but not accelerating faster than the money supply.  And so, in a portfolio, gold has been 

acting as a diversification asset without unduly hampering performance.  As the Fed has boosted 

liquidity, funds have been going into both stocks and gold at a pace where neither has signaled a 

particular bias.  If inflation fears escalate, we would expect this ratio to decline and equity 

markets to show signs of weakness.  But, for now, easy monetary policy is supportive for both 

gold and equities.      
 

 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative 

purposes only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation. The investment or strategy 

discussed may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment 

objectives and financial circumstances. Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 7/17/2020 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 7/17/2020 close) 

 

-20.0% -10.0% 0.0% 10.0% 20.0%

Commodities

Real Estate

Small Cap

Mid Cap
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Foreign Developed (local currency)

Emerging Markets ($)
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Large Cap

US Corporate Bond
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YTD Asset Class Total Return

Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 27.5x, up 0.1x from last week.  The rise in the 

multiple is due to the continued lift in the index. 

 

 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q4 and Q1) and two estimates (Q2 and Q3). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


